
Um…what if I’m the bad guy?                                                Devotion 1.5 

 
 

   

Last week, we talked about character development, and some 
techniques for finding out who our characters are and what they do.  
The adjectives and verbs that describe our characters help bring 
them to life and make them believable.  In our musicals, this is very 
important because our stories share the gospel, and we want the 
message to be clear and strong. 

What if our character is the antagonist?  Antagonist is a fancy word for bad guy.   
Dictionary.com defines it as a person who is “opposed to, struggles against or competes with” 
someone or something in the story.  Do we have to ask questions about the antagonist (bad 
guy), to understand who they are and why they behave the way that they do?  Absolutely.  It 
takes the same process to create the Stepmother as it does Cinderella, but because she is a 
darker character, there are a couple of things to keep in mind.  

We never want to become our character – meaning, we don’t want to be in character all the 
time, allowing our characters thoughts to become our thoughts.  If God has called us to play a 
challenging, dark role, the last thing that he wants us to do is to walk around acting like our 
character all the time and believing that we must become our character to understand them.  
God has called us to be children of the light!  We may play a darker role onstage, but when 
we walk off, we set that character aside, and go back to walking as children of the light. 

Last week, we talked about authenticity – or being really real.  A second thing to remember in 
talking about the character development of the antagonist is empathy.  Empathy is the ability 
to understand and share the feelings of another.   In understanding the bad guy, we have to 
look at him the way that Jesus looks at him.  It is easy to think about Jesus loving Cinderella, 
right?  She is doing all the right things…and though she has struggles, she is honestly trying to 
serve the Lord, and grow in Him.   

But hear me friends…make sure you are listening to this part!  Jesus loves the Stepmother and 
the stepsisters just as much as he does Cinderella.  He understands their loss, and their hurt.  
He knows the circumstances that have turned them away from him.  He wants desperately for 
them to seek His face instead of camping out in bitterness.  We can learn more about the 
antagonist’s struggles when we try to understand what made them turn from God, or whether 
they even know that He exists.  In viewing them from God’s eyes, we can make their struggles 
seem real, without becoming them, or taking on their character traits. 

Our goal as Christian actors and actresses is to tell God’s story clearly.  We can play a dark 
character with empathy, not allow it to consume us, and bring honor to God.  We show the 
darkness briefly to illuminate God’s extravagant grace, and we share Jesus Christ – THE WAY 
to peace and eternal life.    

Key Verse:  For once you were full of darkness, but now you have light from the Lord.  So live as people 
of light!  For this light within you produces only what is good and right and true.  Eph. 5:8-9 
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